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We consider the emission of electromagnetic waves from a plasma layer at twice the plasma 
frequency. A general expression is obtained for the flux density of electromagnetic radiation. 
It is shown that a thin plasma layer (thickness small compared with the wavelength) primarily 
radiates waves with p-polarization; the energy radiated per unit time and unit volume from a 
thin layer (as defined above ) is found to be greater than from a thick layer. 

A 1 8E 4n 
AMODT and Drummond(1] have shown that the rotH=----env, (2)* 

nonlinear interaction of plasma waves in an infinite 
plasma leads to the excitation of electromagnetic 
waves with frequency equal to twice the plasma 
frequency: w = 2w0• 

A plasma can be regarded as infinite if the 
wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation, which 
is of order c/ w0, is small compared with the 
characteristic plasma dimension a: a » c/ w0• 

One expects that the finite dimensions of the 
plasma will have an important effect on the elec
tromagnetic radiation when a ~ c/ w0 (this is the 
case in many experiments, for example [2J). In 
the present work we investigate electromagnetic 
radiation at twice the plasma frequency from a 
plane plasma layer of thickness 2a. 

1. It is assumed that the ions are of infinite 
mass and uniformly distributed over the layer. 
Neglecting the thermal motion of the electrons 1> 
we can write the equation of motion for the electron 
component of the plasma in the form 

8v e e 
-+(vV)v= --E--[vH], at m me 

an 
-+divnv=O, 
at 

(1)* 

where n and v are respectively the electron den
sity and velocity while the remaining notation is 
conventional. The electric and magnetic fields are 

.determined from Maxwell's equations: 

1aH 
divH = 0, rotE=--

c at ' 

divE= 4ne(n0 - n}, 

1 ~his approach is valid if the wavelength of the per
turbations is appreciably greater than the Debye length. 

*[vH]- v x H. 

c at c 

where n0 is the ion density in the layer. 
We assume that H = 0, E = 0, v = 0, n = n0 in 

the unperturbed state. From (1) and (2) we obtain 
an equation describing the electric field perturba
tion E: 

1 82E 4ne2no 
.!1E- grad divE-------E 

c2 at2 c2 

(3)t 

( n0 = 0 outside the plasma). 
We are interested in the excitation of electro

magnetic waves due to the nonlinear interactions of 
the plasma waves. Hence the perturbations in E 
and v caused by the plasma waves are substituted 
in the nonlinear terms on the right side df (3) (the 
magnetic field associated with the plasma wave is 
zero). 

We now write (3) in the form 

1 82E 4ne2no 4n ajext 
dE-graddivE--~----E=--, 

c2 at2 mc2 c2 at 

where (411/c2 )( B.iext/Bt) denotes the right side of 
(3) and we have substituted the perturbations in E 
and v characteristic of the plasma waves. Thus 
the problem is reduced to that of determining the 
electromagnetic field produced by the specified ex
ternally produced current jext· We note that jext 
is .nonvanishing only within the plasma layer. 

The x axis of the coordinate system is chosen 
to be perpendicular to the layer and the origin is 
located midway between the planes defining the 
layer edges. We now introduce the electrostatic 

*rot = curt: 
t~E = 'i72E. 
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potential associated with the plasma wave x and 
expand it in a Fourier series in the x-coordinate 
and a Fourier integral over the y and z -coordi
nates: 

(jl = (2:rttl \ dkeikr ((jlk (x) e-ioo,t+(jl-k (x) eioo,t), 
J 

(jlk(x)= ~ ((jl<aJsinp:rtx+qJ<•>cos (p+ 1
/ 2):rt x). (4) 

p=okp a kp a 

Here, k is a two-dimensional vector in the plane 
perpendicular to the x axis 

The function 

Ek (x) = (2:rtt1 ~ e-ikrEdr 

satisfies the equation 

( ik + ; a:) [ i (kEk) + a::] + ( k2 - a:: ) Ek 

{ 1, JxJ<a 
S(.:r) = 0, lxJ>a' 

(5) 

where ~ is a unit vector in the x-direction. In 
what follows we shall drop the subscript "ext" on 
the externally produced .current. 

The Fourier form of the external current j k is 
related to (/)k as follows: 

jk<+J = ~ i (4:rtt2 _e_ \ dk'dk"t'l (k' -+ k" - k) 
mffi0 j 

- ( k <~k") + k' k"2 + k"k'2) (jlk'(jlk· J + e L~ 

X (~ d(jlk' d(jlk" _ (k'k") (jlk'(jlk") 
2 dx dx 2 

(6) 

In the expression for jk we have omitted nonoscil
lating terms since these make no contribution to 
the radiation. 

We now find the function Ek(x, t) which satis
fies (5). Taking the scalar product of (5) with ~. 
k/k, and e = ~ x k/k, we have 

(7) 

(8) 

The equations in (7) can be solved independ
ently of (8). The system in (7) describes the ra
diation of waves with p-polarization (the electric 
vector has a component perpendicular to the layer) 
while (8) describes the radiation of waves with s
polarization (electric vector parallel to the layer ) . 

2. Let us consider the radiation of the p-polar
ized waves. We seek a solution of (7) in the form 

Then 

( ffio2 8 ( ) - (J)2 + k2) E'+l + "k _:!:__ E<+> - 4:rtiffi 'I+J 
c2 x c2 kx l dx k - c2 I kx ' 

ffio e ( ) (J) E<+> + .k kx . k _ :rtz(J) .1 > ( 
2 2 ) dE<+> d2E<+> 4 . 

- X-- k l ------· --j+ 
c2 c2 ; dx dx2 - c2 k ' 

E~+)k = (E~+)k), A+)k = (j~+)k). (9) 

The equation for E~> is written in exactly the 
same way. 

At the surfaces x =±a the functions Ek+> and 
Ek_-> satisfy the conditions 

(10) 

(11) 

where a{;> is the density of surface charge while 
E = 1 - wije (x )/ w2 is the dielectric constant; (the 
curly brackets denote a jump in the corresponding 
quantity). The first boundary condition expresses 
the continuity of the tangential component of the 
electric field. The second condition relates the 
jump in the normal component of the electric in
duction Dx = EEx with the surface density of ex
ternally specified charges. [3] It follows from the 
equation of continuity for the specified currents 
that the surface charge density can be expressed 
in terms of the normal component of the density 
of specified current at the boundary: 

iffi::;~+l = jkx J r, 

i.e., the boundary condition (11) can be rewritten 
in the form 

(+) 4:rti ' 
{eEkx} =- -Jkx• (J) (12) 

We now find the solution of (9) subject to the 
boundary conditions (10) and (12) which satisfies 
the radiation condition 

E~+), E~-;,> N ei><x, X-+-+ oo; 

Eli)' E~:! N e-ixx' X-+ - 00. 
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Here, K == (w 21c2 - k2 ) 112 is the wave vector com
ponent perpendicular to the layer outside the 
plasma. This solution is given by 

a 

Ek+) = Ae-ix (x+a) ~ dx' { ( :r -1) e-ia(x '-a) [ _ OGJt> + kj~";J] 
-a 

a 

Ek+> = Aeix <x-aJ ~ dx { ( x: -1) eia <x'+a> [- or;jk+> -- kj~";l] 
-a 

+ ( ~"[_ -t- 1) e-iCL (x'+a) [cxA+)- kj~";l], x> a; 

A=- .4mo [(xr +1)2e-2iaa_(~-1)2e2iaa]-l 
w"-w5 ex or; • 

w2 - Wo2 - k2c2 
r= w2- k2c2 (o2 --w-02' 

Here 
E<+>- k E<+> 
kx- X k' x < - a; E~";l = - ..!!_ E~+), x > a. 

X 

The quantity a denotes the x-component of the 
wave vector in the plasma. To define Ek-> we 

(-) (+)* 
make use of the relation Ek == E_k . Thus, the 

(13) 

problem of determining the electromagnetic field 
outside the plasma is solved in principle. 

In order to conserve space the actual calcula
tions will be carried out only for the case of a thin 
plasma layer: aw01c « 1. Expanding in terms of 
the parameter aw0 I c in (13), to first order we 
have 
E~+) = ±ike exp i!!x2(x ±a))~ ~~ dk'dk"6 (k'+ k"- k) 

0 p, q 

The upper sign in the factor in front of the sum is 
taken when x < -a and the lower sign when x > a. 

The time-averaged energy flux of the electro
magnetic radiation from the plasma layer in the 
range (k, k+dk) is given by[4J 

where L is the normalized length in the y and z 
directions and n is a unit vector in the direction 
of propagation. Using the expressions obtained 
above for E{;> and Ek> we have 

-s - s<+> + s<-> 
k- k k ' 

(14) 

We now average (14) over the phases of the per
turbations of the potential (/)kp using the relation 

Assuming that Ok1k2 == ( 277/L) - 2 o ( ki- kp we have 

- k2 ~ S = n -" dk' dk" 6 (k' -t- k" - k) R (k' k" ) kp x2 L..J ' ' p, q 
p, q 

(N(a)N(s) N(s) N(a)) 
X k'p k"q -t- k'p k"q ; 

27i,2 
R (k', k", p, q) = 16n-;-

me 

(pnja)2 (q + 1/2)2 n2ja2 
x~~-~~~~~~~~--~~-

[k'2 + (pnja)2] [k"2 + (q + lj2)2n2fa2] • 

[k2 + (pnfa)2JI !JlkaP) \2 
N~~ = ---------,,------,;c;;-:;:--_:::_ 

4n£21i.w0 

N~l = [k2 + (p + 1/2)2 n;2fa2J\ cpj.SJ [2 
P 4n£21i.w0 

(15) 

The quantity Nkp denotes the number of plasma 
waves characterized by k, p per unit volume. The 
index s (or a) refers to waves in which the per
turbation and potential is an even (odd) function 
of x. 

Proceeding in the same way as above we can ob
tain an expression for the energy flux density asso
ciated with the s-polarized waves. An estimate of 
the intensity of the s-wave indicates that 
Sks ...... skp ( O!Wo I c )2 « skp· Consequently' the pre
dominant radiation from a thin plasma layer is 
p-waves. 

Now let us consider a typical experimental situ
ation. The characteristic wave vector of the plasma 
waves k0 is appreciably greater than w01c. In this 
case we can write k" == - k' + k r::; - k' in (15) and 
the expression for Skp is simplified appreciably: 

S . k2 
" \ dk'R (k' k' ) (N<a> N<•> -t- N<s> J\T(a)) kp =.n-;(2 L.J ~ , , p, q k'p I<'q k'p k'q. 
p, q (16) 

We note that the dependence on wave vector is now 
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contained only in the factor in front of the integral. 
Integrating the component normal to the layer 

Skp with respect to k between the limits k = 0 and 
k = 2w 0 I c we obtain the total energy flux radiated 
from the layer: 

S = 32J( (roo )2 'V \ dk' R (k' k' p q) (N<D;> N<•> --f- N<•> N<a>) 3 ' c .LJ J ' ' ' k p k'q k'p k'q • 

p,q (17) 

We now estimate the flux S when the plasma
wave energy is distributed uniformly over the 
spectrum from k = 0, p = 0 to k = k0, p = Po 
assuming that the relation ~k~ = N\~~ = Nkp is 

satisfied. In this case the occupation number Nkp 
is determined from the relation 

PG ~0 
1iro0 2,; ~ dk (N~~ + N~·~) = 2nk02p01iro0Nkp = W, 

P=O 0 

where W is the energy density of the plasma 
waves. Thus 

When Po » 1 the summation with respect to p 
and q in (17) can be replaced by an integration. A 
simple calculation yields 

- 128 (roo ) 2 W S =-c - W--I(ko,Po), 
3 koc mnoc2 

1 

I(ko,po)= ~ ( 1- ako'l']tan- 1-kpon rl]dl]. (18) 
0 PoJt a o'l'] 

If Po7T/ a ~ k0, then I ~ %. 
3. Let us now compare (18) with the results of 

Aamodt and Drummond [l] who assume that the 
plasma is infinite. These authors found the energy 
radiated per unit volume of plasma per unit time: 

( roo \ 3 W 
e~30roo -1 W~-. 

cleo • mn0c2 
(19) 

When p01r/a ~ k0 the form of the spectral dis
tribution we have chosen corresponds to that used 
by Aamodt and Drummond. In this case an esti
mate of E from (18) yields 

S 32 c (roo ) 2 W 
8 = 2a = 3 roo aroo ~ic~ W mn0c2 • (20) 

Comparing (19) and (20) we note that a unit volume 
of a thick plasma layer radiates appreciably less 
energy per unit time than a unit volume of a thin 
layer. 

It is of interest to examine the results that have 
been obtained. It follows from (4), (6), and (13) that 
the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave is pro
portional to a sum of integrals of the form 

" 
~ (Beiax + Ce-iax) exp[ i~( p + q + ~) x J dx, 
-a 

where B and C are constants. In the case of a 
thick layer, where aw0 /c » 1, we can allow the 
limits of integration to go to infinity as an approx
imation. In this case the integral is nonvanishing 
only if 7r(p+q+ %)/a= ±a. In the opposite limit
ing case, where aw0/c « 1, p and q are not sub
ject to these strict requirements; the integral is 
nonvanishing over a wide range of values of p and 
q and a larger number of plasma waves can con
tribute to the excitation of an electromagnetic 
wave with a given wave vector. 

The authors are indebted to L. I. Rudakov for 
valuable comments. 
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